
Sketch of some solutions to problem set 5
5.1 We work on a more general problem: given two databases L1 and L2, and an integer

l, find the l-th smallest value on the combined database. Call the l-th smallest element r. Let
ni be the number of numerical values in Li. Let x be the median of L1 and y be the median
of L2. Finding these values can be done using two queries. We then compare these two values.
Suppose that x is smaller; the case that y is smaller can be handled similarly.

Let k1 denote the number of elements smaller than x in L1 and k2 denote the number of
elements smaller than y in L2. Now, let’s find the upperbound on the position of x in the
combined sorted database. Clearly the number of elements smaller than x in the combined
database is at most k1 + k2. Now, we consider y. Again, we have that the number of elements
larger than y in the combined database is at most (n1−k1−1)+(n2−k2−1) = n1+n2−k1−k2−2.
We claim that we can either say that x is smaller than r, the l-th smallest element on the
combined database, or y is larger than r. Note that if k1 + k2 < l− 1, x must clearly be smaller
than r. Assume the other case, i.e., k1 + k2 ≥ l − 1; we have

n1 + n2 − (k1 + k2)− 2 ≤ n1 + n2 − (l − 1)− 2 = n1 + n2 − l − 1,

i.e., the number of elements smaller than y is at least (n1 + n2)− (n1 + n2 − l− 1) = l + 1, and
y is thus larger than r. Therefore, we can rule out the smaller half of L1 (when x is too small)
or the larger half of L2 (when y is too large).

Using 2 queries, we can decrease the size of one of the databases by a factor of 2. Hence,
with O(log n1 + log n2) = O(log n) queries, we are done.

5.3 Call the set of cards A. Suppose that there exists a set of more than n/2 equivalent
cards in a set of n cards; call this set B. The key idea is that if we divide A into two sets A1

and A2, either |B ∩ A1| > |A1/2| or |B ∩ A2| > |A2/2|, or both. You should try to prove this
yourself.

With this observation, we can devise the algorithm as follows. The algorithm takes set A
as an input. It either returns an element x which is equivalent to more than |A/2| elements or
reports that no such element exists.

The algorithm works in a divide-and-conquer fashion. It first divides A into A1 and A2, and
recursively solves each subproblem. Each element reported from each subproblem is a candidate
for the majority element x. We can then check if one of these is really the element x we are
looking for, using O(|A|) queries, since we have only two candidates.

To find the upperbound on the number of queries, let T (n) denote the maximum number
of queries we need when |A| = n. We have T (n) ≤ 2T (n/2) + 2n, and this solves to T (n) =
O(n log n).

5.5 (This is only a sketch of how to get the solution.) We can follow the general idea of
the divide-and-conquer technique. We divide the set of lines into two subsets, find, recursively,
the set of visible lines for each subset, and combine the solutions to the subproblem to get the
set of visible lines in the original problem. To make the combining phase easier, we can also
preprocess the lines by sorting them according to their slopes. You should try to work out
the algorithm yourself; don’t forget that to get an O(n log n) algorithm, you should be able to
combine the solutions in linear time.
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